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• Virtual patient technique

• Why is it important?

• Virtual Hospital

• Learning process by using virtual patients

• Virtual patient applications

• Virtual Pharmacy

• Advantages and disadvantages 



Virtual Patient Technique

• Definition: Virtual patient can be 
defined as an interactive computer 
simulation based on a real-life clinical 
scenario for the purpose of  medical 
training, education or assessment.¹

• Our topic: Web-based virtual 
patients
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Virtual Patient Technique

The term “virtual patients” 
appeared for the first time in the 
literature around 1990 to describe 
a simulation of  hemodynamics 
used to teach physiology.
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Virtual Patient Technique

why virtual patients are important? Why not going on to ONLY use the traditional direct 
student-patient contacts? 

• the push towards shorter hospital stays (increasing number of  patients are treated on an 
outpatient basis nowadays)

• specialization of  hospitals

• increased focus on patient safety

• COVID19 pandemic. 

• …

These could potentially diminish traditional opportunities for training of  health professionals 
through direct patient contact. In such cases virtual patients are used to fill this gap and to help 
maintain a broad spectrum teaching that does not rely solely on textbook knowledge. ¹
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Virtual Patient Technique

According to medical education program accreditation standards in the United States and Canada:

“if a medical student does not encounter patients with a particular clinical condition
(e.g., because it is seasonal), the medical student should be able to remedy the gap
by a simulated experience (e.g., a standardized patient experience, an online or paper
case)”¹
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Virtual Patient Technique

• The use of  virtual patients is considered a type of  problem-based learning approach (PBL). 

• Based on Situated Learning theory, learners can acquire knowledge through engaging in tasks 
that are in line with real-world activities. Such engagement can lead to a better motivation and 
deeper focus.¹

• In other words, it is important to ensure that the virtual patient scenario presents a valid and 
coherent representation of  the real world situations to ensure that what is learnt is directly 
transferable.²
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Example of Virtual Hospital

INMEDEA Simulator
• Virtual clinic

• Various faculties with typical patients

• Establishing diagnosis and therapy, making realistic clinical decisions

• Evaluation by an expert system
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Learning Process

• Virtual patients are typically presented as pre-existing cases that the 
students work through, typically on their own but they can also be 
collaborative.

• A virtual patient is processed on a computer screen and is based on an 
authentic real-world clinical scenario. 
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Learning Process

• The computer provides patient responses and requests information. The 
learner also communicates with the patient through writing, selecting and 
in some cases talking to the patient.

• The learner is cast into the active role of  a practitioner, who must make 
decisions on what type and order of  information to acquire, differential 
diagnosis, management and follow-up of  the patient.
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Virtual Patients Uses

• Clinical interviewing skills

• Clinical processes

• Bioethics

• Patient communication

• Patient history

• Clinical reasoning skills

• …
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Virtual Patients Application in Medical Curricula

• Preclinical and clinical exercises

• Part of  self-study scenario

• Small group activity in PBL sessions

• Post-graduate education

• Continuing education

• Student assessment

• …¹
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Virtual Pharmacy

Medicine dispensing is a core skill and key competency for pharmacists.
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It blends:
• Specialized knowledge
• Professional judgement 
• Functional and behavioral competence
• Ethics and values
• …



Virtual Pharmacy

• This competence is often developed in situ, by experiential learning in 
professional placements.

• Placements sites are the first exposure to an actual practice setting and to 
become familiar with pharmaceutical products.

• Limited because of: increased demand and finite student support 
resources.
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Virtual Pharmacy Placement



Virtual Pharmacy Example: MyDispense™

In 2011, the Faculty of  Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences at Monash 
University in Melbourne, Australia introduced MyDispense, a web-based 
community pharmacy simulation program that promotes active, person-
centered learning and allows students repetitive opportunities to achieve 
established learning objectives in their pharmacy curriculum.
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MyDispense™

Web application supports total dispensing experience, from initial 
communication with the patient and prescriber to professional advice when 
handing medicines to the patient.

At the end of  each exercise, students receive rich, contextual feedback on 
their dispensing performance.
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Access to references

Benchtop basket 
including dispensed 
drugs and their labels

Phone to call 
the prescriber 
(if needed)

Computer to 
enter the data
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Safe

Prescription fridge

Prescription shelves
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Dosage forms 
you can find in 
the shelves in 
pharmacy
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Sample 
prescription



MyDispense™

Goals and objectives:

• Assess a prescription (completeness, legality, appropriate drug, dosage form, 
dose, drug-drug interactions)

• Manage patient profile (for medication use, comorbidities, allergies, adverse 
drug reactions, lab tests, …)

• Select medications to dispense (from inventory)

• Develop patient label for the prescription (verify content on the label and 
select auxiliary labels)

• Counsel a patient
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Virtual Hospital/Pharmacy Pros and Cons
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Advantages Disadvantages

Interactivity Difficulty of  design and integrating into the curricula

Easy access High costs of  implementation and maintenance

Immediate feedback Weakness in the assessment of  complex cognitive skills

Safe zone Emotional and human interactions cannot be simulated 
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Thank You
For Your Attention.
Any questions?

sorooshamd@yahoo.com
www.linkedin.com/in/sorooshamd
+98-9336056006


